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Foreword
Rapid changes in food preservation are building food freezing

into a great industry. There is much room for expansion in food
freezing because f the convenience and superior quality frozen
foods offer the consumer. With the tendency toward time-saving
methods in home food preparation, prepared and cooked frozen
foods face a wonderful opportunity to be included in everyday meal
planning. This bulletin is designed to help today's housewives in
the use of these prepared frozen foods.

Dean and Director

RESEARCH
in food preservation is but one of more than 300

subjects currently under study by the Oregon Agricultural Ex-
periment Station. These studies, for better living in Oregon, em-
brace vital problems in field, forage, and seed crops, horticulture, soil
and water conservation, livestock, dairy production and processing,
poultry, wildlife and marine, nutrition, clothing, and housing, as well
as studies on food and its preservation.

More than 500 bulletins and as many circulars have been pub-
lished by the Experiment Station in reporting this research. Single
copies of these Station publications, in addition to the regular Exten-
sion bulletins, are available at no charge to residents of Oregon. A
complete listing of available publications may be obtained from your
county extension agent, or directly from Oregon State College.
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Homemakers are becoming increasingly aware of the advantages
of freezing cooked and prepared foods. Chief among these ad-
vantages are:

A saving of preparation time just before the meal is served;
An opportunity to use perishable or surplus food materials
when they are available, which might otherwise be lost;
The economy of preparing large amounts of a food at one
time, and freezing in quantities which can be used for a single
meal at a time.

Much information has been developed recently by food labora-
tories and research organizations to make the freezing of prepared
and precooked foods as simple and successful as possible. The effect
of freezing on prepared foods is of special importance, as is the
length of time for which the frozen foods may be stored.

This is a compilation of information on the freezing and storage
of some prepared and cooked foods using quantities, materials, and
methods practical for home use.

Preparation of Cooked Frozen Foods
Good quality ingredients are most important to the final good-

ness of any food product whether cooked and frozen or served im-
mediately. Meat dishes must contain good quality meat in order to
have a line flavor and be tender. Only fresh, good quality vege-
tables should be used if a good vegetable product is desired when
taken from the freezer. This quality rule applies to the selection of
a recipe as well. Usually good standard recipes do not need to be
altered when preparing hot dishes, pastry, and other prepared foods
for the freezer unless they contain some of the seasonings or other
ingredients which do not freeze well. Some of these food materials
which do not freeze well are listed in the "Preparation" section under
Salads and Sandwiches and in the discussion of seasoning which
follows.

Ruth c. M,ller is research assistant in Food Technology; Agnes H. Kolshorn is
Nutrition Specialist in Extensio,i Home Economics; and E. H. Wiegand is head of the
Food Technology Department, Oregon State college, corvallis.
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One of the advantages of precooking and freezing foods is that
a large quantity can be made at one time and be nearly ready to eat
at any time it is needed. It should be remembered, however, that
only the amount which can be used at one time should be put into
one package. After a frozen food is once thawed, it can be held a
very short time. Flavor and texture change more quickly in foods
which have been frozen and thawed than in freshly prepared foods.
Baked goods dry out rapidly and casserole-type dishes become stale
quicklyeven if held in the refrigerator. Thaw only what you can
use today!

Seasoning
Some seasonings change during frozen storage and must be

added in different amounts than if the products were to be used right
away. Salt, for instance, loses some of its strength in frozen food,
so a little more salt than usual should be added to a product for
freezing. Some kinds of pepper and cloves, on the other hand,
become stronger and should not be added in full amount. Pepper
may be added to the food while it is thawing and heating before
serving.

Curry becomes "musty" or off-flavored when used in foods
frozen four months or more. Synthetic vanilla loses its normal flavor
and also may discolor cake batter and other products. These two
substances do not freeze well and should not be added to prepared
products which will be frozen more than a month or two.

Other materials which become strong and off-flavored when
frozen are celery and green pepper in cooked dishes.

Cooking Time
When a food is prepared for freezing, cook the shortest time

when removed from thepossible. Foods are cooked a little more
freezer and heated for the table.
The food should be rapidly
cooled after minimum cooking as
the fresh flavor is rapidly lost
if overcooking occurs, either at
the time of original cooking or
when the hot dish is thawed and
heated to serve. That fresh fla- .21
'or is one reason for using

quality foods in the first place, -
for packaging tightly and freez-
ing quickly. Save the flavor by cooking
no more!

only as much as needed-
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Maferials for Packaging
The first requirement of a good freezing package is that it pre-

vent air entering the package but keep moisture in the packaged food
while it is frozen. Papers and plastic films. which thus protect a food
are described as being moisture-vapor proof. The more moisture-
vapor proof a container is, the better will be the final quality of the
food when it is used. When air reaches the surface of a food prod-
uct, flavor changes occur and the food becomes stale. If moisture
escapes from a food package, the food dries out and flavor and texture
are lost. When buying freezer wrapping material, check with your
dealer on comparative qualities of the wrappings he handles.

The most completely moisture-vapor proof container shown is
the glass freezer jar. It is very satisfactory for liquid and semi-
liquid materials. Other glass jars may be used, but they are not as
resistant to low temperatures and occasionally may break. Freezer
jars are tapered to a wide opening at the top which makes the removal
of food while still frozen much easier than from a narrow-mouthed
container.

Aluminum and plastic sheets or rolls of wrapping material are
particularly useful in wrapping large solid foods. These include
cakes, bread, roasts, and boxed smaller items such as biscuits, muffins,
sandwiches, and packaged cooked dishes which need the protection

Figure 1. The packaging materials shown are recommended for stor-
ing frozen foods. Each food may be most easily frozen in one or two
of the containers, but all may be used by the housewife if a large
variety of foods is frozen.
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of a moisture-vapor proof wrap in addition to the carton or waxed
tub. Aluminum foil must be handled carefully as it is easily punc-
tured or scuffed and will then allow air and moisture to pass through
the wrap.

The plastic box and waxed paper carton shown are recommended
for storing left-overs a few days, for packaging frostings and fillings,
sandwiches, and salad materials which are put into the freezer for
only a week or two.

The top-opening Carton with MV-proof heat-sealed liner is
readily adaptable to packaging most foods for freezing. Shellene
bags, center, may be used in cartons or alone and are a good moisture-
vapor proof container. Creamed dishes, fruit and vegetable dishes,
sliced cookies, and other foods of the size to fit into the one-pound
cartons may be frozen satisfactorily.

A special locker tape which remains tightly sealed when frozen
has been developed for low temperature use. A "Scotch" tape, too,
has been developed for locker storage. These are available where
freezer supplies are sold. Regular Scotch tape and gummed-paper
tapes are not satisfactory for freezer use as they loosen and allow
air and moisture inside the wrapper.

Mefhods of Packaging
Any frozen food is well-preserved only when air is kept from

it and when the moisture is kept in the food. Packaging materials
should be chosen with this in mindall cellophane, plastic films, and
waxed papers should be of the best moisture-vapor proof quality.

Most waxed papers and plastic films may be heat-sealed with a
regular clothes iron, a hair-curling iron, or with a sealing iron made
especially for the purpose. If a hand iron is used, set it on "rayon"
as higher temperatures may melt some of the plastic films including
shellene and pliofilm. If not heat-sealed, all folds should be sealed
with locker tape.

Wrappings should fit snugly to solid foods such as bakery prod-
ucts, meats, and all carton containers to exclude air which would
harm the food.

When wrapping layers of food together, such as hamburger pat-
ties, chops, and cookies, put two layers of waxed paper between
layers of food to allow easy separation when still frozen.

When using jars, be careful to leave at least one-half inch head-
space at the top of a pint jar or one inch in a quart jar, to allow for
expansion when freezing. Otherwise, the pressure created by freez-
ing will break the jar.

Shellene bags, which come in several sizes, may be used for
liquid, semiliquid, and solid foods. These bags may be placed in a
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Figure 2. A piece of paper is put around the object being wrapped.
The loose edges are brought together above the package and folded
over and over down to the upper surface of the object. The loose
ends are then folded tightly to the package and all folds are taped to
make a closed seal. Label the package with name of the food, the date,
and any special ingredients included or left outsuch as seasonings.
Freeze as soon as possible, at O F. or lower.

rigid carton before being put into the freezer to prevent punctures
and injuries to the package from the sharp edges of other objects.

To avoid bulging boxes and opened plastic containers, be sure
to leave space at the top of these as is done with glass jars.

A method of wrapping with waxed or specially treated papers
commonly used by butchers and other food handlers is known as the
"drugstore wrap." It fits the wrapping closely to the object being
wrapped and is neat in appearance. (See Figure 2.)
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Labelling
All packages placed in a freezer or locker should be labelled

fully so that the housewife is sure of what she has by merely glancing
at the package. The name of the product is essential, and the date is
needed as a guide for using things within the storage time allowed.
If certain ingredients need to be added, this should be noted on the
label. A waxed pencil is ideal for marking glass, waxed paper, and
other freezing containers.

Storage
Freezing temperatures of 00 F. or lower should be maintained

during the entire storage period. Cooked foods should be cooled
quickly after cooking to stop the further
cooking effect of heat remaining in a
food.

Quick freezing of all foods at very
low temperatures is desirable if possible,
but placing the tightly packaged food I

into the locker or home freezer at 00 F.
is adequate if the packages are spaced
an inch or more apart to allow cold air
to reach most surfaces of the package
and freeze it quickly. A product which
is frozen immediately after preparation
is of better quality than food allowed to stand before packaging and
freezing. Flavor is lost rapidly when the product is exposed to air.

Thawing
Most dishes which are served

hot may be defrosted directly in
the cooking pan instead of being
thawed beforehand. The most
satisfactory means of heating
such dishes is in a double boiler
as the food will not be scorched
or overcooked as easily as on
direct heat. The time for heat-
ing precooked frozen foods
should be watched carefully, as

an "overcooked" flavor is very easily developed. Some of the flavors
are cooked away during the first preparation, and the remaining
fresh flavors must be carefully protected.

I MUST THAW ONLY
ENOUGH FOR FINNER....

I/O LE/'T-OVERS/
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STORAGE TIMES FOR FROZEN, PREPARED FOODS

Food

Cake, plain
Cake, chocolate
Cake, angel food and sponge

Cake, spice (better unbaked)
Gingerbread

Cupcakes

Frostings, fillings
Cookies, refrigerator
Cookies, drop
Pies, fruit
Pies, mince
Pie shells or dough
Biscuits, baking powder
Muffins
Bread and rolls, yeast
Meat, fried

Meat, roasted (ham, poultry,
beef, pork)

Meat loaf, meat balls
Shrimp

Creamed dishes
Stews: beef,. veal, etc.
Beans, baked
Salads
Sandwiches

Time if cooked
before freeziog

2 to 4 months
12 months
1 to 2 months

Keeps better than
other cakes

Store as for cake
types, above

Few weeks
3 to 6 months
3 to 6 months
2 to 3 months
2 to 6 months

2 to 8 weeks
2 to 4 weeks
3 to 6 months
Do not freeze

loses fresh flavor
rapidly

2 to 6 months
2 to 6 months
6 months in shell
3 months peeled
2 to 4 months
6 months
6 months

Time if frozen
raw

1 to 2 months
8 to 9 months
Not practical

(freeze egg
whites instead)

4 months

4 months

4 months
Few weeks
3 to 6 months
3 to 6 months
6 to 8 months
2 to 6 months
Several weeks
2 to 4 weeks
3 months
2 months or less

9 months in shell
3 months peeled

2 to 4 weeks
1 to 3 weeks

Foods which are thawed at room temperature, such as some of
the bakery goods, meats, frozen batters, and others should be left in
the sealed freezer wrap while thawing. This prevents the collection
of moisture on the surface of the food while it is thawing. Bread or
cake, for instance, becomes very soggy if allowed to thaw in the air
if removed from the wrapping.

Precooked bakery products such as bread and rolls may be
heated before serving. It is best to heat in the wrapper so that mois-
ture will not be lost in the oven. However, plastic films such as
shellene and pliofllm cannot be heated in this way as they melt onto
the food and the oven. Cellophane, aluminum foil, and waxed papers
may be thus heated without difficulty.



Treatment of Frozen Cooked and Prepared Foods

Prepared item Preparation Packaging Thawing treatment Storage time

Cake, plain Unbakeduse double-acting bak-
ing powder; otherwise use stan-
dard recipe. Prepare as usual,

Bakedbetter volume than un-
baked cake. Use standard recipe,
Mix, bake as usual. Cool thor-
oughly before wrapping. Freeze
immediately,

Seal in MVproof* paper, foil, or
film. Do not store long time as
vanilla becomes off-flavor, dis-
colors batter. Place in waxed
liners in pan; may be removed
from pan when frozen; then wrap.
Replace in pan for thawing and
baking.
Wrap baked cake in MV-proof
cellophane, plastic film, aluminum
foilkeep air out by wrapping
and taping closely. Put in carton
to keep from crushing.

Thaw completely at room tempera-
ture (if only partially defrosted,
cake humps in center when bak-
ing). Bake as usual.

Hold at room temperature in sealed
wrap 2 to 4 hours or place in oven
at 3000 F. for 20 minutes.

2 months

2 to 4 months

Cake, chocolate Use standard recipe. Prepare and
freeze as for plain cake above.

Same as for plain cake. Same as for plain cake. Baked:
12 months
Unbaked:
8 to 9 months

Cake, spice Better if batter unbaked during
storage (loaf or layer),

Same as for plain cake. Same as for plain cake. 4 to 6 months
if unbaked

Gingerbread Keeps better than other types of
cakes when frozen.

Same as for plain cake. Same as for plain cake.

Cupcakes UnbakedUse standard recipe, fill
waxed paper cups to full.
Place cups in box.

BakedPrepare as above. Cool
immediately after baking, package
tightly, seal and freeze.

Over-wrap carton with MV-proof
waxed paper or plastic film, heat
seal or tape tightly and freeze.

Package as for unbaked product.

Thaw completely, place in muffin
tins, bake; or bake unthawed at
3000 15 minutes and 350° 20 min-
utes.
Thaw at room temperature about
1 hour or at 300° F. in oven 10
minutes.

3 months

2 months

Frosting and
fillings

Satisfactory types: Confectioner's
sugar and fat. Candy type cooked
with corn syrup or honey. Fudge;
fruit fillings, penuche.
Do not use: Cream fillings (will
separate), boiled icings, soft frost-
ings.

Seal in waxed tubs or heat-sealed
lined cartons. Confectioner's sug-
ar-fat frosting satisfactorily put
on cake before freezing.

Thaw in sealed freezer container
in refrigerator or at room tem-
perature. (Frosting may become
grainy if thawed at room tempera-
ture.)

Do not make
far ahead, 1 to
3 weeks



Cookies, drop

Baked apples

Pies, general

Pies, fruit

UnbakedUse standard formu-
las.

Baked - standard recipes. Cool
quickly after baking.

Prepare apples, fill center with
brown sugar and dash of salt.
Bake at 3500 F. for about 25 min-
utes or until soft. Cool quickly
and package.

For light fruits (apples, peaches)
raw or baked pie, dip fruit in
syrup containing ascorbic acid
(k teaspoon in 1 quart syrup) for
2 to 5 minutes or sprinkle lemon
juice over filling.

BakedBake standard recipe; cool
quickly.

UnbakedPrepare the same as for
immediate baking. Fresh or fro-
zen fruit preferable to canned;
drain off any excess juice before
placing filling in crust. Protect
fruit by mixing thoroughly with
sugar. Add thickener (tapioca or
corn starch) with sugar to keep
juice from boiling out excessively.
Do not slit upper crust before
freezing raw pies as fruit will
lose moisture, flavor, color.

Thaw in sealed package before
baking, drop on greased cookie
sheets and bake.
Thaw to 1 hour in sealed pack-
age, then serve as soon as thawed
(sogginess results if opened while
frozen).

Thaw at room temperature, heat
in oven 3003500 for 10 to 15 min-
utes.

Pack dough tightly in lined waxed
tubs or cartons, seal liner and
overwrap by heat or locker tape.
Pack into box with 2 layers of
waxed paper between layers of
cookies. Seal in MV-proof over-
wrap.

Pack in cellophane-lined cartons,
waxed cartons with over-wrap,
etc. Cover fruit with syrup and
tightly seal by heat or tape. Freeze
immediately.

Wrap tightly in MV-proof film,
cellophane, etc., sealed by heat or
with locker tape. Place in box
to prevent breaking during stor-
age. May be stacked after pies
are frozen.

* Moisture-vapor proof describes wrapping materials which do not allow moisture and air to pass through.

Place directly in oven from freezer
do not thaw first for best crust
texture. Make holes in upper
crust after 5 minutes in oven.
Bake at 425° F. for 15 to 20 min-
utes, 375° for 30 to 35 minutes.

2 to 4 months.

6 months.

Cookies, bar
(Also refrigerator,
rolled)

Unbaked - use standard recipes.
No special treatment. May be
sliced before freezing.

Seal tightly in frozen food pack-
age of proper shape and size.
Place 2 layers waxed paper be-
tween rolls or layers of cut cookies

Thaw partly in sealed package,
slice and bake. Bake immediately
if frozen in pan.

3 to 6 months.

will separate easily while frozen.
Over-wrap with MV-proof cello-
phane, sealed tightly.

3 to 6 months.

3 to 6 months.



Treatment of Frozen Cooked and Prepared FoodsContinued

Prepared item Preparation Packaging Thawing treatment Storage time
Pies, fruit

(Continued)
BakedPrepared just as for im-
mediate use. Cool quickly and
wrap in MV-proof film, cello-
phane, etc. Seal and freeze at
0 F. or lower. May be baked in
metal pie plate and transferred to
paper plate (although flavor of
paper plate is sometimes evident),
or aluminum-foil plate may be
used for baking and storing pies.

May be packaged before or after
freezing. Each pie should be
sealed tightly in MV-proof con-
tamer. Protect from breaking
crust by placing wrapped pies in
cartons or including upright card-
board "collar" around pie before
wrapping.

May be defrosted at room tern-
perature in sealed package or may
be placed in oven at 350-375° F.
for 20 to 30 minutes. Crust more
crisp and appetizing if defrosted
in oven.

4 to 6 months.

Pies, cream or
custard

Generally unsatisfactory - filling
separates, lumps, or "curdles."

Pies, pumpkin May be frozenfilling often sep-
aratesspices change flavor if
kept a long time.

2 to 4 weeks.

Pastry UnbakedPrepare as usual, either
regular pastry or graham cracker
shells. May be frozen unrolled or
rolled and frozen. If not rolled,
requires very long thawing period,

Wrap tightly in MV-proof ma-
terial, seal by heat or with locker
tape,

If unrolled, long thawing period
must be allowed. Thaw in sealed
wrapping to avoid collection of
moisture on surface. Bake before
pastry becomes warm and sticky.

Several weeks.

Biscuits UnbakedUse standard recipes,
use double acting baking powder.
Roll and cut before freezing.

BakedPrepare as above and bake
immediately,

Package in sealed container and
freeze immediately,

Wrap cooled biscuits in MV-proof
film. Heat or tape seal.

Thaw 1 to 2 hours in sealed
package at room temperature.
Bake as usual or start frozen bis-
cuits at 3000 F. 10 minutes; fin-
ish at 425° F. 10 to 15 minutes.
Thaw in wrapper in slow oven
(300° F.) for 20 minutes or thaw
at room temperature.

2 to 4 weeks.

2 to 8 weeks.

Muffins UnbakedStandard recipe, double
acting baking powder,

BakedStandard recipe, bake as
usual, cool and freeze immediately.

Package in container in which to
be baked, such as paper cups.
Freeze, then wrap tightly in MV-
proof paper and seal.
May freeze in paper cups or not,
as desired. Wrap and seal tightly
in MV-proof paper or film.

Thaw at room temperature about
1 hour. Bake as fresh muffins.

Thaw in sealed package at room
temperature 1 hour or in oven at
300° F. for 10 to 15 minutes.

2 to 4 weeks.

3 months.



Dishes containing milk, eggs,
cheese do not keep well in frozen
storage. Potatoes must be omit-
ted as they change color, become
mushy. Dishes containing much
fat become rancid quickly. Do
not overcook when preparing dish
for freezingwill lack flavor when
served. Preferable that dish pack
solidly into container; cover
chunks with sauce, gravy to ex-
clude air.

Package in waxed cardboard tubs
if for very short storage. For
longer storage overwrap container
with MV-proof material and seal
tightly, excluding air from sur-
face of food. May seal in glass
jars, allowing k to 1 inch at top
for expansion during freezing; be
sure to use wide mouth jars.

Yeast bread

Creamed dishes

Creamed chicken,
chicken a la king

UnbakedTo adjust recipe Use
half usual amount of yeast. Use
1k times amount of sugar. In-
crease fat. If I or all whole
wheat flour used, frozen product
is heavy and sticky, not acceptable.
May be allowed to rise once be-
fore freezing or may be frozen
without rising if longer storage is
planned (yeast weakens on long
storage). Grease whole surface
before freezing to keep surface
from drying.
BakedCommonly felt surer to
bake before freezing. Use stand-
ard recipe, prepare and bake as
usual. Cool quickly in air.

Use standard recipe with little fat.
Add 1 teaspoon gelatin to each
quart of white sauce to prevent
separation during storage. Shorten
cooking time to minimum to pre-
serve fresh flavor. Cool very
quickly by placing pan in cold
water.

Separate layers or loaves of dough
by two layers waxed paper, wrap
tightly in MV-proof film, seal
tightly. Or freeze in pans wrapped
in film and sealed.

Wrap in MV-proof film and seal
by heat or tape. Freeze immedi-
ately.

Place in cellophane liners, heat
seal and store in cardboard car-
tons. Choose size (pint, quart,
etc.) which will be used at one
meal as leftovers lose flavor very
quickly. If glass freezer jars
(tapered) are used, leave I to 1

inch headspace at top to prevent
breaking jar during freezing ex-
pansion.

haw wrapped dough in warm
place. Shape into loaves if frozen
in bulk. Let rise in pans in warm
place to double size. Bake as
usual.

Thaw in wrapping at room tem-
perature 1 to 2 hours or in oven,
if wrapper can be heated, about
30 minutes at 250 F. Do not
heat plastic films as they melt.
Do not hold long after thawing
stales rapidly.

To thaw, heat frozen block in
double boiler. Some cream sauces
separate when frozen but recom-
bine when thawing as flavors are
very easily lost after storage. Do
not heat long when thawing.
Serve immediately. Heat only
enough for one mealdoes not
reheat satisfactorily.

Heat over hot water in double
boiler until serving temperature.
Do not heat long time as flavor
is readily lost.

2 to 4 weeks.

2 to 3 months.

2 weeks to
2 months

2 to 4 months.



Prepared item

Fih dishes

Meats, fried

Meat loaf

Shrimp, boiled

Crabmeat, cooked

Treatment of Frozen Cooked and Prepared FoodsContin.ued

Preparation

Use standard recipe; omit eggs
and potatoes.* Rich fatty sauces
become rancid. Otherwise prepare
as if to serve immediately, cool
quickly and package.

Do not freezeloses flavor, tex-
ture, becomes rancid quickly.

Use standard recipe for various
meat loaves. Use best quality
meats to insure good results. Do
not slice; cover with gravy to keep
air from surface. Remove extra
fat as fat becomes rancid quickly.

cover with gravy or sauce to keep
air from surface of meat.

Boil unpeeled shrimp 10 to 20
minutes in salt solution (3 table-
spoons salt per pound of shrimp),
or peeled shrimp in water contain-
ing U tablespoons salt per pound
of shrimp. Cool quickly.

Do not use meat of dead crabs.
Cook as for immediate use, re-
move meat from shell and pack.

Packaging

Place in cartons containing MV-
proof liners, heat seal close to
food to eliminate air space.

Pack in cardboard freezer boxes
or tubs with MV-proof liners,
heat seal or seal with tape, or
pack in glass jars, allowing head-
space.

Package in boxes with cellophane
liners which can be heat sealed or
tape sealed. Seal close to surface
of food to exclude air.

Place in cartons with MV-proof
cellophane liners heat sealed or
tape sealed. Or pack in waxed
cartons covered with heat sealed
overwrap. Containers must be
airtight to prevent changes.

Fit meat tightly into cans, cello-
phane lined cartons, or cups. Cover
meat with salt solution (3 table-
spoons salt per gallon of water).
Freeze immediately (sharp freeze
if possible).

Thawing treatment

May be heated in double boiler
without thawing. Better to thaw
before heating if time permits to
avoid long heating period which
destroys flavor.

Defrost in refrigerator overnight
or at room temperature until
softened. Heat in sauce pan or
in double boiler.

Requires long time to defrost poul-
trynearly same as roasting time.
Thaw in sealed film to prevent
drying of surface. If packed in
gravy, thaw by heating meat and
gravy in double boiler or by di-
rect heat. Do not overheat as
flavor is easily lost. Heat frozen
dressing separately in covered,
greased pan with a little water.

Thaw from frozen state in ref rig-
erator, use in salads or cooked
dishes. Salt hastens rancidity and
thawed shrimp should be used im-

mediately.

Thaw in sealed package at room
temperature or heat in pan from
frozen state to serving tempera-
ture. Do not overcook as flavor
is very rapidly lost from frozen
dishes.

Storage time

3 to 5 months.

6 months.

2 to 4 months.

3 months.

6 to 8 months.

Roasts, chicken,
ham

Prepare as
remove extra
solid pieces,

for
fat,

and

immediate use,
leave in large
when possible



Fish dishes

Salad ingredients*

Sandwiches*

Sandwich fihlings*

Fish a Ia king, fish hash, clam
fritters, fish and rice, and other
fish dishes prepared as for imme-
diate usecool quickly, package
and freeze immediately.

Cook, slice, or chop meats and
poultry, cook vegetables. Com-
bine fruits (citrus fruits protect
non-acid fruits from browning,
best to cover with dressing,
whipped cream, etc.) See foot-
note below.

Use day-old bread (fresh bread
becomes soggy when thawing.)
Spread bread with butter. See
footnote below on use of lettuce
and fillings.

Recommended materials: Cheese,
sliced cooked meats, tuna, salmon,
nut butter, cooked egg yolk,
pickles, olives.
Prepare sandwiches as usual, leav-
ing out lettuce and mayonnaise
(add these after removing sand-
wiches from freezer).
May aiso freeze prepared fillings
in solid pack to be thawed and
spread later. See footnote below.

Package in cellophane lined car-
tons, waxed boxes, etc., tightly
sealed by heat or tape.

Pack salad material tightly into
container and cover with dressing,
etc., to keep air from surfaces.
Seal tightly.

Wrap sandwiches tightly and seal;
spread out and freeze before pack-
ing into freezer as soft unfrozen
sandwiches will be crushed if
packed tightly. For 1 week stor-
age, use 2 layers waxed paper; for
longer period use MV-proof wrap-
ping material and seal tightly with
heat or tape.

Thaw in sealed package at room - 6 to 8 months.
temperature or heat in pan from
frozen state to serving tempera-
ture. Do not overcook as flavor
is very rapidly lost from frozen
dishes.

Thaw in package at room tempera-
ture to serving temperature. Mix
with dressing, crisp vegetables,
etc., to serve.

Short period.

Place raw crisp vegetables and 2 weeks.
other 'unsatisfactory" filling ma-
terials in sandwiches when re-
moved from freezer, or serve
fresh crisp vegetables with sand-
wiches. May put frozen sand-
wiches into lurichboxes or set out
at room temperature. Will be
ready to eat in 4 hours or so
keeps lettuce cool, crisp until
eaten.

* Salad materials which do no! freeze sa!isfactorily: Cooked egg white becomes tough, potatoes become mushy, dark colored. Crisp vegetables (lettuce,
onions, raw cabbage, celery, radishes, tomatoes) become very limp and unappetizing. Raw grapes become flabby, raw apple discolors.

Sandwich fillings which do not freeze satisfactorily: Crisp vegetables such as lettuce, cucumber, celery, watercress, tomatoes; hard-cooked egg whites
become tough; fruit jellies and preserves soak into bread; mayonnaise separates or curdles.
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